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The Piranha Club: Power And Influence In
Formula One
A comprehensive introduction to the workings of the business,
Sportscasters/Sportscasting: Principles and Practices explains all of the
information essential to anyone looking to begin a career in sports media. This
unique volume explores topics in print and broadcast media, sports psychology,
technology issues, politics and legalities, ethics, and even the role of sports and
sportscasting in society. Other topics discussed include the historical development
and economics of sports and sportscasting, sports spectators, sports controversies,
sociological perspectives, and sports journalism. Sportscasters/Sportscasting:
Principles and Practices is filled with knowledge essential to the craft of
sportscasting, including numerous appendices containing acronyms and
biographic information about over 200 sportscasters, and a complete Instructor’s
Manual with exercises to help guide students toward mastery of the topic. Please
visit http://LKFullerSport.com for more information and to download the
Instructor's Manual.
When a fierce and adorable piranha gets captured in a net her world gets turned
upside down. She meets her ancient teacher and they begin training in the
mystical "Art of Non-Biting".¿ It's a challenge for a young piranha who was born to
bite and fight. Yama must learn to calm her mind, overcome her fears, awaken her
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inner light, and get back to the lake to begin the adventure with her
friends.Piranha Yama is the first children's adventure book that uses yoga and
meditation to help the story's hero find her answers. Voted "Top 3 Best Children's
Books With A Yoga Theme" by StudioArtYoga.com "This books is perfect for the
yoga community, especially those mamas and papas with little yogis." OmAndTheCityBlog.com
After meeting Abby Brown, David Corbin was freed from the spell keeping him
from the truth and returned to claim his crown as Solas Beir, king of Cai
Terenmare. His magical realm is now in a battle against the dark forces of the evil
lord, Tynan Tierney, and David and his friends must quest for the knowledge to
save his kingdom from certain doom.
This book is the first English-language study of motorsport and Italian Fascism,
arguing that a synergy existed between motor racing and Fascism that did not
exist with other sports. Motorsport was able to bring together the two dominant,
and often opposed, cultural roots of Fascism, the Futurism of F. T. Marinetti, and
the Decadence associated with Gabriele D’Annunzio. The book traces this cultural
convergence through a topical study of motorsport in the 1920s and 1930s placing
it in the context of the history of sport under Mussolini’s regime. Chapters discuss
the centrality of speed and death in Fascist culture, the attempt to transform
Rome into a motorsport capital, the architectural and ideological function of the
Monza and Tripoli and autodromes, and two chapters on the importance of the
Mille Miglia, a genuine Fascist artefact that became one of the most legendary
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motor races of all time. Paul Baxa is Associate Professor of History at Ave Maria
University in Florida, USA. His previous publications include Roads and Ruins: The
Symbolic Landscape of Fascist Rome (University of Toronto Press, 2010).
The Boy Bosses of Naples: A Novel
Based on the True Story of Enaiatollah Akbari
Oregon Files #8
Jackie Stewart
Superteams
The Piranha Club
A History of Organizational Change

Set during the Great Depression and based in part on real characters and a series of
historical events, Toughs follows the story of Loretto Jones as he finds his life
intertwined with the fate of Vince Coll, a 23-year-old Irish gangster who for a brief
moment rose to the level of a national celebrity during his war with Dutch Schultz,
Owen Madden, and Lucky Luciano. Tagged “Mad Dog Coll” after killing five-year-old
Michael Vengelli in a botched assassination attempt, Coll was the subject of a shoot-tokill order issued by New York City Police Commissioner Edward P. Mulrooney, a
$50,000 bounty offered by Dutch Shultz and Owen Madden, and $30,000 in reward
money from by the Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association and the city’s newspapers.
Loretto and Vince are bound to each other by years spent in an orphanage and on the
streets, but in the summer of 1931, with Loretto in love with newly-divorced Gina
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Baronti, and Vince in thrall to the beautiful Lottie Kriesberger, their world of tough guys
in tough times is hurtling toward disaster, and Loretto finds himself faced with
impossible choices.
Essential reading for anyone interested in life behind-the-scenes at Formula One.
Formula One Grand Prix mechanic Steve Matchett takes the reader on a compelling
journey through his life in the pit-lane, from his beginnings as a young apprentice,
through his time at Ferrari and BMW to his later success with Benetton. He gives eyewitness views of the great drivers, including Michael Schumacher, Nigel Mansell, Alain
Prost and Ayrton Senna. He also talks of key Benetton personalities, and explains how
the team was transformed into a strong, competitive organisation, winning three World
Championships. His determination and frustration in trying - and eventually succeeding
- to break into the high-pressure world of Formula One leaps off the page.
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER “A surprising and incredibly satisfying story of chance
and fate.”—New York Times bestselling author Taylor Jenkins Reid “I read it in one long
gulp and didn’t want it to end.”—New York Times bestselling author Jill Santopolo
Acclaimed author Colleen Oakley delivers a heart-wrenching and unforgettable love
story about a woman who must choose between the man she loves and the man fate
has chosen for her, in a novel that reminds us that the best life is one led by the heart.
Mia Graydon's life looks picket-fence perfect; she has the house, her loving husband,
and dreams of starting a family. But she has other dreams too—unexplained, recurring
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ones starring the same man. Still, she doesn’t think much of it, until a relocation to
small-town Pennsylvania brings her face to face with the stranger she has been
dreaming about for years. And this man harbors a jaw-dropping secret of his own—he's
been dreaming of her too. Determined to understand, Mia and this not-so-stranger
search for answers. But when diving into their pasts begins to unravel her life in the
present, Mia emerges with a single question—what if?
* Instant WSJ bestseller * Translated into 18 languages * #1 Most Recommended Book
of the year (Bloomberg annual survey of CEOs and entrepreneurs) * An Amazon,
Bloomberg, Financial Times, Forbes, Inc., Newsweek, Strategy + Business, Tech
Crunch, Washington Post Best Business Book of the year * Recommended by Bill
Gates, Daniel Kahneman, Malcolm Gladwell, Dan Pink, Adam Grant, Susan Cain, Sid
Mukherjee, Tim Ferriss Why do good teams kill great ideas? Loonshots reveals a
surprising new way of thinking about the mysteries of group behavior that challenges
everything we thought we knew about nurturing radical breakthroughs. Bahcall, a
physicist and entrepreneur, shows why teams, companies, or any group with a mission
will suddenly change from embracing new ideas to rejecting them, just as flowing water
will suddenly change into brittle ice. Mountains of print have been written about culture.
Loonshots identifies the small shifts in structure that control this transition, the same
way that temperature controls the change from water to ice. Using examples that range
from the spread of fires in forests to the hunt for terrorists online, and stories of thieves
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and geniuses and kings, Bahcall shows how a new kind of science can help us become
the initiators, rather than the victims, of innovative surprise. Over the past decade,
researchers have been applying the tools and techniques of this new science—the
science of phase transitions—to understand how birds flock, fish swim, brains work,
people vote, diseases erupt, and ecosystems collapse. Loonshots is the first to apply
this science to the spread of breakthrough ideas. Bahcall distills these insights into
practical lessons creatives, entrepreneurs, and visionaries can use to change our world.
Along the way, readers will learn how chickens saved millions of lives, what James
Bond and Lipitor have in common, what the movie Imitation Game got wrong about
WWII, and what really killed Pan Am, Polaroid, and the Qing Dynasty. “If The Da Vinci
Code and Freakonomics had a child together, it would be called Loonshots.” —Senator
Bob Kerrey
The Henchmen's Book Club
A Tale of Deadly Obsession in the Amazon
Blue Gold
Toughs
The Economics of Motorsports
Velocity
Tigers

Find out what piranhas eat -- and don't eat! -- in this new, irresistibly funny picture book from
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Aaron Blabey, the bestselling creator of Pig the Pug! Everyone knows that piranhas don't eat
bananas -- except for Brian. This little fish loves to munch not only on bananas, but on fruit of
all kinds! Brian's piranha friends think he's crazy. Piranhas don't eat bananas -- their sharp
teeth are for eating meat! And there's a scrumptious pair of feet dangling in the water
nearby...Rich with author-illustrator Aaron Blabey's hysterical text and unforgettably wacky
illustrations, Piranhas Don't Eat Bananas is a hilarious story about trying new things -- no
matter how strange they seem!
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now available in ebook, is a heartpounding thriller in the NUMA adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in
search of a legend that could change the path of science—but secretive powers will do anything
to stop him. From deep within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a white
goddess and a mysterious tribe with startling technical accomplishments. Few believe the tribe
exists—and even fewer suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can change the course of
history. For National Underwater & Marine Agency crew leader Kurt Austin, an investigation
into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican coast, where someone tries to
put him and his mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in South America’s lush
hills, a specially assigned NUMA crew turns up the white-goddess legend—and a murderous
cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth millions. Soon Austin and his
crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the same grand scheme. A billionaire
California tycoon is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth’s vastly depleted
freshwater reserves and ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s
mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in science, and may be the key to locating a secret
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formula that could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh. But with each step into the bush,
he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of
enemies through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail, and murder.
The time was the 1980s. The place was Wall Street. The game was called Liar’s Poker.
Michael Lewis was fresh out of Princeton and the London School of Economics when he
landed a job at Salomon Brothers, one of Wall Street’s premier investment firms. During the
next three years, Lewis rose from callow trainee to bond salesman, raking in millions for the
firm and cashing in on a modern-day gold rush. Liar’s Poker is the culmination of those heady,
frenzied years—a behind-the-scenes look at a unique and turbulent time in American business.
From the frat-boy camaraderie of the forty-first-floor trading room to the killer instinct that made
ambitious young men gamble everything on a high-stakes game of bluffing and deception,
here is Michael Lewis’s knowing and hilarious insider’s account of an unprecedented era of
greed, gluttony, and outrageous fortune.
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small village in Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule in
early 2000, his mother shepherds the boy across the border into Pakistan but has to leave him
there all alone to fend for himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s remarkable and often punishing fiveyear ordeal, which takes him through Iran, Turkey, and Greece before he seeks political
asylum in Italy at the age of fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat endures the crippling physical and
emotional agony of dangerous border crossings, trekking across bitterly cold mountain
pathways for days on end or being stuffed into the false bottom of a truck. But not everyone is
as resourceful, resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and there are many heart-wrenching casualties
along the way. Based on Enaiat’s close collaboration with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and
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expertly rendered in English by an award- winning translator, this novel reconstructs the young
boy’s memories, perfectly preserving the childlike perspective and rhythms of an intimate oral
history. Told with humor and humanity, In the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly captures
Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and lends urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
Theodore Roosevelt's Darkest Journey
The Boy Who Swam with Piranhas
The Fastest Show on Earth
The Case of Formula One
Phoenix Sub Zero
Expert Analysis of the Anatomy of the Modern Grand Prix Car
A novel from the NUMA Files

This book, the first study of its kind, examines the economics behind motorsports, in
particular Formula One. Chapters discuss the costs involved in Formula racing and how they
are borne by teams, promoters and racers. The book also looks at how society, the public and
the private sectors stand to benefit economically from the motorsport industry. Other issues
like the economics of TV rights, sponsorship and sustainability are also addressed, again for
the first time in an economics book. Moving beyond the economics of what happens off the
track, the book also undertakes a serious examination of what goes in to making a winning
team and what having a winning racer can do for a team’s fortunes. Mourão’s highly
relevant and contemporary book also looks at how motorsport teams confront the challenges
of the modern sporting world, including the changing dynamics of sports media and considers
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the future of Formula 1 as motorsports evolve.
Matt Santini is discontented. An unhappily closeted gay actor, he's just lost his lover and is
fast approaching thirty without so much as a decent soap opera callback in sight. 24 year old
Richard Lucas has even bigger problems. The newest recruit of fading Formula One team
Logan Racing, he's fighting to escape the omnipresent shadow of his ace older brother as well
as his burgeoning sexuality. After Matt wins a role in hip new TV drama Nightsearcher
(think: Buffy on wheels), the two men begin a secret affair that takes them all over the globe
on a collision course between career and companionship in which there can only be one
victor. "Robin Tamblyn follows up backdoor-to-Tinseltown blockbuster King of Hollywood
with Velocity, a steamy, adrenaline-rush, fast paced novel mixing hot guys, sexy shenanigans
and Formula One racing. Written with verve and a youthful edge, Velocity takes you on the
inside track to the macho world of racing, where sex and the need for speed meet head on.
Fasten your seat belts readers, Velocity is one pleasure-trip of a ride!" --Michael D. Craig
Author of The Ice Sculptures: A Novel of Hollywood
Leading F1 journalist David Tremayne unravels the mysteries of modern Grand Prix car
design. The authoritative, extensively illustrated text explains just how an F1 car works, and
this revised and updated third edition includes new material about the rules changes
introduced for the 2009 season. The philosophy and technology behind the chassis, engine,
transmission, electronics, steering, suspension, brakes, tires and aerodynamics are analyzed,
and the important question of how these parts and systems interact is explored. This is an
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absorbing insight into the secretive and technology-driven world of racing car design at its
highest level.
When his mentally unstable uncle's obsessions take an unexpectedly cruel turn, young
Stanley Potts is forced to leave and joins a carnival of eccentric characters before meeting the
legendary Pancho Pirelli, who swims in piranha tanks and invites Stanley to become his
apprentice.
The River of Doubt
Liar's Poker
Living Dangerously
The Jungle
Loonshots
Dreams, Mistakes, and Growing Up
Punks in Peoria

Em Não sou um anjo, Bernie Ecclestone, empresário de sucesso e bilionário dos
esportes, revela os segredos de sua escalada em direção ao topo. Nascido em
uma família pobre, Bernie fez fortuna ao mesmo tempo em que desenvolveu o
segundo esporte mais popular do mundo, a Fórmula 1. Reservado, misterioso, e,
de acordo com alguns, sinistro, o empresário cruza o planeta em seu jato
particular, ao lado de celebridades, políticos e heróis do esporte. Seu sucesso,
porém, não ocorreu apenas com a criação de um negócio global que vale bilhões
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de libras. Mas também por resistir a várias tentativas de ter seu tesouro roubado.
Bernie Ecclestone nunca revelou ao público como passou de vendedor de carros
usados na famosa rua Warren, em Londres, a grande empresário. Mas ele
finalmente decidiu contar sua história em Não sou um anjo. Revela negociações,
os casamentos, os desastres e os sucessos nas pistas de corridas, na Downing
Street (o centro de poder político do Reino Unido), nos cassinos, nos iates e no
ar.
"Describes tigers, their physical features, how they hunt and kill, and their role in
the ecosystem"--Provided by publisher.
The #1 New York Times bestseller from the author of Killers of the Flower Moon In
1925, the legendary British explorer Percy Fawcett ventured into the Amazon
jungle, in search of a fabled civilization. He never returned. Over the years
countless perished trying to find evidence of his party and the place he called “The
Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, journalist David Grann
interweaves the spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z” and his own journey
into the deadly jungle, as he unravels the greatest exploration mystery of the
twentieth century.
The story of JACKIE STEWART is a tale of inspiration and owe. Born in Scotland,
Stewart overcame severe reading difficulties and modest roots by embarking on a
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life that made the most of his extraordinary eyesight reflexes and nerve to deliver
three Formula One drivers' world championship crowns on the track, an unrivalled
reputation as a campaigner for safety and common sense off it and a family brand
name that made him as successful in business as in sport when his racing career
came to an end. A fastidious perfectionist and someone who loves life to the full,
Jackie Stewart has always been more than a motor racing man. He is a one-man
industry, a workaholic, a charmer, a tough and demanding man who has made
friends at all levels of society, including the Royal Family, but who has shown
grace under pressure not least when his son Paul faced his fight with cancer.
Always competing, Jackie Stewart has never resisted a challenge of a cause.
Não Sou um Anjo
Piranhas Don't Eat Bananas
Sorry Not Sorry
You Were There Too
A Book of Tongues
The Mechanic's Tale
Power and Influence in Formula One
Three women. Three generations. Three secrets. Katie's life is falling apart: her best friend
thinks she's a freak, her mother, Caroline, controls every aspect of her life, and her
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estranged grandmother, Mary, appears as if out of nowhere. Mary has dementia and needs
lots of care, and when Katie starts putting together Mary's life story, secrets and lies are
uncovered: Mary's illegitimate baby, her zest for life and freedom and men; the way she
lived her life to the full yet suffered huge sacrifices along the way. As the relationship
between Mary and Caroline is explored, Katie begins to understand her own mother's
behavior, and from that insight, the terrors about her sexuality, her future, and her younger
brother are all put into perspective. Funny, sad, honest, and wise, this powerful
multigenerational novel from international bestseller Jenny Downham celebrates life like no
book before.
Funny and deeply personal, Sorry Not Sorry recounts Glee star Naya Rivera's successes and
missteps, urging young women to pursue their dreams and to refuse to let past mistakes
define them. Navigating through youth and young adulthood isn't easy, and in Sorry Not
Sorry, Naya Rivera shows us that we're not alone in the highs, lows, and in-betweens.
Whether it's with love and dating, career and ambition, friends, or gossip, Naya inspires us
to follow our own destiny and step over--or plod through--all the crap along the way. After
her rise and fall from early childhood stardom, barely eking her way through high school, a
brief stint as a Hooters waitress, going through thick and thin with her mom/manager, and
resurrecting her acting career as Santana Lopez on Glee, Naya emerged from these
experiences with some key life lessons: Sorry: - All those times I scrawled "I HATE MY MOM"
in my journal. So many moms and teenage daughters don't get along--we just have to
realize it's nothing personal on either side. - At-home highlights and DIY hair extensions.
Some things are best left to the experts, and hair dye is one of them. - Falling in love with
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the idea of a person, instead of the actual person. Not Sorry: - That I don't always get along
with everyone. Having people not like you is a risk you have to take to be real, and I'll take
that over being fake any day. - Laughing at the gossip instead of getting upset by it. Getting my financial disasters out of the way early--before I was married or had a family--so
that the only credit score that I wrecked was my own. Even with a successful career and a
family that she loves more than anything else, Naya says, "There's still a thirteen-year-old
girl inside of me making detailed lists of how I can improve, who's never sure of my own selfworth." Sorry Not Sorry is for that thirteen-year-old in all of us.
The third edition of Exploring Innovation offers an engaging new perspective on innovation.
The book provides business students with a clear understanding of the nature of innovation
and how it can be managed and fostered. Written in an accessible style, Exploring
Innovation encourages students to challenge their pre-conceived ideas about innovation and
to see it as a continuous, on-going process, by exploring some of the biggest developments
in innovation. Lively discussions of key concepts are provide through numerous case
studies, on a range of original products and services, bringing business theories to life. The
new edition has been fully revised and updated with a more intuitive structure to now
feature: A greater emphasis on what innovation involves. A new chapter on Value Capture.
Expanded coverage on Services and Process Innovations. Two new chapters covering Global
and Green trends in innovation. 8 new major case studies and more than 40 new mini-cases
including Twitter, Angry Birds, Netflick, Google and Toyota.
In Gomorrah, a New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year, Roberto Saviano
revealed a true, devastating portrait of Naples, Italy under the rule of the Camorra, a crime
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organization more powerful and violent than the Mafia. In The Piranhas, the international
bestselling author returns to his home city with a novel of gang warfare and a young man’s
dark desire to rise to the top of Naples’s underworld. Nicolas Fiorillo is a brilliant and
ambitious fifteen-year-old from the slums of Naples, eager to make his mark and to acquire
power and the money that comes with it. With nine friends, he sets out to create a new
paranza, or gang. Together they roam the streets on their motorscooters, learning how to
break into the network of small-time hoodlums that controls drug-dealing and petty crime in
the city. They learn to cheat and to steal, to shoot semiautomatic pistols and AK-47s. Slowly
they begin to wrest control of the neighborhoods from enemy gangs while making alliances
with failing old bosses. Nicolas’s strategic brilliance is prodigious, and his cohorts’ rapid rise
and envelopment in the ensuing maelstrom of violence and death is riveting and impossible
to turn away from. In The Piranhas, Roberto Saviano imagines the lurid glamour of Nicolas’s
story with all the vividness and insight that made Gomorrah a worldwide sensation. “With
the openhearted rashness that belongs to every true writer, Saviano returns to tell the story
of the fierce and grieving heart of Naples.” —Elena Ferrante
Piranha Yama and the Art of Non-Biting
The case of Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA), 1946–2020
The Science of Formula 1 Design
How to Nurture the Crazy Ideas That Win Wars, Cure Diseases, and Transform Industries
The Australian and New Zealand Story
In the Sea There are Crocodiles
Formula One
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Juan Cabrillo faces a global deadly threat in Clive Cussler's The Jungle. Juan Cabrillo
and the crew of the Oregon are up against their smartest foe yet - but in their midst
there is a traitor . . . After losing their contract with the US government because of a
daring raid too far, Cabrillo and his crew of mercenaries with a conscience are earning
money the hard way: doing dirty, dangerous little jobs in the world's trouble spots. Now
they've accepted a mission deep to find a missing adventurer deep in the jungles of
Myanmar. But it is not long before Cabrillo and his team realise that they have been set
up. Cabrillo - betrayed, tortured and played for a fool - is angry that he's been used as a
pawn in someone's deadly scheme. But with the US nuclear launch codes up for grabs
and a madman bent on using them to hold millions of lives to ransom, he hasn't time to
worry about revenge. He's got to save the world first . . . The number-one bestseller
Clive Cussler, author of the thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan andTrojan
Odyssey, and co-author Jack Du Brul tell a gripping story of adventure, treachery and
betrayal in the eighth Oregon Files novel. The Jungle is preceded by Corsair and The
Silent Sea. Praise for Clive Cussler: 'Frightening and full of suspense . . .
unquestionably entertaining' Daily Express 'All-action, narrow escapes and the kind of
unrelenting plot tension that has won Cussler hundreds of millions of fans worldwide'
Observer
Roberto Saviano returns to the streets of Naples and the boy bosses who run them in
Savage Kiss, the hotly anticipated follow-up to The Piranhas, the bestselling novel and
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major motion picture Nicolas Fiorillo and his gang of children—his paranza—control the
squares of Forcella after their rapid rise to power. But it isn't easy being at the top. Now
that the Piranhas have power in the city, Nicolas must undermine the old families of the
Camorra and remain united among themselves. Every paranzino has his own vendettas
and dreams to pursue—dreams that might go beyond the laws of the gang. A new war
may be about to break out in this city of cutthroat bargaining, ruthless betrayal, and
brutal revenge. Saviano continues the story of the disillusioned boys of Forcella, the
paranzini ready to give and receive kisses that leave a taste of blood. Saviano’s
Gomorrah was a worldwide sensation, and The Piranhas, called “raw and shocking” by
The New York Times Book Review, captured readers with its tale of raw criminal
ambition, told with “openhearted rashness” (Elena Ferrante). Savage Kiss, which again
draws on the skills of translator Antony Shugaar, is the latest thrilling installment from
the brilliant Italian novelist.
In Superteams, renowned teamwork specialist Khoi Tu explains how to make sure your
team delivers consistently superior results and emerges stronger from the inevitable
crises you will face. What do the SAS, Ferrari and the Rolling Stones have in common?
Their success is about much more than talented individuals. They are Superteams.
Every organisation, whether a business or a sports club, lives or dies by the quality of
its teamwork. No man can be an island for long; only great teams can face a crisis and
emerge stronger. So how do you build the right team? Many people think of it like a
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rock supergroup: bring the best of the best together and magic will happen. Yet
supergroups often flop, while bands of unknowns rise to the top. In this incisive and
inspirational book, renowned teamwork specialist Khoi Tu explains how to make sure
your team delivers consistently superior results, whatever your aim: averting business
failure or resolving political conflict, dealing with a hostage situation or leading your
team to sporting victory. Superteams takes seven legendary teams - including
animation studio Pixar, Europe's 2010 Rider Cup winners, and the people behind the
Northern Ireland peace process - and analyses their inner workings, evolution and
defining moments. 'This book shows what people can do when the going gets tough
and there's a goal to be achieved. Nice one Khoi' Jamie Oliver Khoi Tu is a sought-after
leadership and teamwork consultant. He has advised some of the world's most
influential individuals and companies, including banks, oil giants, celebrity chefs,
Formula One champions and private equity entrepreneurs. A graduate of LSE and
INSEAD, he took key roles at Shell and online marketing specialist Razorfish. He
founded the Panthea consultancy in 2002 and now runs the boutique advisory company
Inverstar. www.superteams.org
Since 1950, fifteen Australians and nine New Zealanders have raced in world
championship Formula One, the pinnacle of motor racing. Three - Jack Brabham,
Denny Hulme and Alan Jones - have won the world title. Two have died in the attempt
without ever facing the world championship starters' lights. So few drivers make it to
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Formula One. Ever fewer succeed in the fastest and most challenging four-wheeled
sport of all. Now John Smailes, author of the bestselling Climbing the Mountain, Race
Across the World, Mount Panorama and Speed Kings, gives us the definitive story of
our involvement with Formula One, from the pioneer days in the aftermath of World War
II, to the championship glory of Brabham, Hulme and Jones, the grit and determination
of Mark Webber, and Australia's current Formula One star, the irrepressible Daniel
Ricciardo, all the way to potential champions of the future like Oscar Piastri. With over
150 stunning photographs, and interviews with drivers past and present, as well as the
engineers, managers and team owners behind the scenes, this is the must-have book
for every Australian and New Zealand fan of Formula One.
Nevada
Book Two in the Solas Beir Trilogy
The Rabbit and the Raven
On the Hunt
The Piranhas
Sportscasters/Sportscasting
A Restless Life
In the quest for ultimate speed, Formula One combines human drama, cutting-edge
technological innovation and high-stakes finance in a thrilling global circus watched by
half a billion avid fans. The Fastest Show on Earth brings the FIA Formula One World
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Championship vividly to life for everyone from first-time race-goers to avid fans wanting
to delve even further into the Fastest Show on Earth. Experts from within the industry
share their insights into the effect that recent revolutionary changes to regulations have
had on engines, tyres, brakes, aerodynamics, fuel, safety and the use of data in a whole new
era of racing. Races, rule changes and drivers are brought up to date in a comprehensive
guide to the world's most viewed sport. This book is a superb technical guide, including
circuit diagrams, team histories, driver profiles and a comprehensive glossary that offers
fascinating insights into the inner workings of a world that offers everything from tragedy
to thrilling triumph. From the cut-throat intrigue of the Piranha Club to the unsung
heroism of pit lane, every aspect of Formula One is covered in compelling detail. Much
more than just a sport and far more than a business, Formula One is a world of largerthan-life personalities and razor-sharp business people. The book also offers a window into
the new Liberty Media regime and what the future may hold for the sport under new
ownership. This extensive guide includes the official FIA circuit diagrams, team histories,
driver profiles, circuit facts, technical braking profiles, a special section on the history of
Formula One in the US and the most comprehensive glossary of Formula One terms ever
compiled.
This book is the first independent exploration of the Fédération Internationale de
l’Automobile’s (FIA) institutional history. Virtually unexamined compared with similar
institutions like the FIFA and the IOC, the FIA has nevertheless changed from being a
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small association in 1904 to becoming one of the world’s most influential sport governing
bodies. Through chronologically organised chapters, this book explains how the FIA
manages to link together motorsport circuses like Formula 1 with the automotive industry
and societal issues like road safety and environmental sustainability. In an exciting
narrative spanning seven decades, it reviews the FIA’s organisational turning points,
governing controversies, political dramas and sporting tragedies. Considering the FIA to
be a unique type of hybrid organisation characterised by what the author calls
‘organisational emulsion’, this case study contains theoretical innovations relevant to
other studies of sport governing bodies. It makes an empirically grounded contribution to
the research fields of institutional logics, historical sociology and sport governance.
“Gemma Files has one of the great dark imaginations in fiction?visionary, transgressive,
and totally original.” —Jeff VanderMeer In Gemma Files’s “boundary-busting
horror–fantasy debut,” former Confederate chaplain Asher Rook has cheated death and
now possesses a dark magic (Publishers Weekly). He uses his power to terrorize the Wild
West, leading a gang of outlaws, thieves, and killers, with his cruel lieutenant and lover,
Chess Pargeter, by his side. Pinkerton agent Ed Morrow is going undercover to infiltrate
the gang, armed with a shotgun and a device that measures sorcerous energy. His job is to
gain knowledge of Rook’s power and unlock its secrets. But there is someone else who has
Rook in her sights: the Lady of Traps and Snares, a bloodthirsty Mayan goddess who will
stop at nothing to satisfy her own desires. Caught between the good, the bad, and the
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unholy, Morrow will have to ride out a storm of magical mayhem to survive, in this debut
novel, the first book of Files’s “weird Western Hexslinger trilogy . . . [which] is chock full
of hellish horrors” (Mike Allen, author of Unseaming). “Ridiculously vivid . . . A magicriddled, horror-strewn West with hexes running around wrecking reality and a spectrum
of queer characters.” —Tor.com “Definitely promising—tantalizing, even, because it sets up
such a fertile scenario and hammers home the themes of love, sacrifice, and apotheosis.”
—Strange Horizons “Truly one-of-a-kind: violent, carnal and creepy.” —Fangoria
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • At once an incredible adventure narrative and a
penetrating biographical portrait—the bestselling author of Destiny of the Republic brings
us the true story of Theodore Roosevelt’s harrowing exploration of one of the most
dangerous rivers on earth. The River of Doubt—it is a black, uncharted tributary of the
Amazon that snakes through one of the most treacherous jungles in the world. Indians
armed with poison-tipped arrows haunt its shadows; piranhas glide through its waters;
boulder-strewn rapids turn the river into a roiling cauldron. After his humiliating election
defeat in 1912, Roosevelt set his sights on the most punishing physical challenge he could
find, the first descent of an unmapped, rapids-choked tributary of the Amazon. Together
with his son Kermit and Brazil’s most famous explorer, Cândido Mariano da Silva
Rondon, Roosevelt accomplished a feat so great that many at the time refused to believe it.
In the process, he changed the map of the western hemisphere forever. Along the way,
Roosevelt and his men faced an unbelievable series of hardships, losing their canoes and
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supplies to punishing whitewater rapids, and enduring starvation, Indian attack, disease,
drowning, and a murder within their own ranks. Three men died, and Roosevelt was
brought to the brink of suicide. The River of Doubt brings alive these extraordinary events
in a powerful nonfiction narrative thriller that happens to feature one of the most famous
Americans who ever lived. From the soaring beauty of the Amazon rain forest to the
darkest night of Theodore Roosevelt’s life, here is Candice Millard’s dazzling debut.
Property, Predation, and Protection
Motorsport and Fascism
Some Trick
The Mammoth Book of Formula 1
The Lost City of Z
EBOOK: Exploring Innovation
The Secrets of Stellar Performance from Seven Legendary Teams
The Hegira is the finest super-sub that Arab oil money can buy. But the U.S. Navy is
only now learning just how good this undersea sword of Islam is. Already one American
sub has been destroyed, and another crippled, as the Hegira breaks out of the
Mediterranean and heads toward America to deliver its lethal payload. Now it’s up to
Captain Michael Pacino and the USS Seawolf to find the enemy sub and destroy it—in the
ultimate battle between the most advanced weapons technology on the planet…and the
sheer force of human courage.
Hailed a “Best Book of the Year” by NPR, Publishers Weekly, Vulture, and the New York
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Public Library, Some Trick is now in paperback For sheer unpredictable brilliance,
Gogol may come to mind, but no author alive today takes a reader as far as Helen
DeWitt into the funniest, most far-reaching dimensions of possibility. Her jumping-off
points might be statistics, romance, the art world’s piranha tank, games of chance and
games of skill, the travails of publishing, or success. “Look,” a character begins to
explain, laying out some gambit reasonably enough, even in the face of situations
spinning out to their utmost logical extremes, where things prove “more complicated
than they had first appeared” and “at 3 a.m. the circumstances seem to attenuate.” In
various ways, each tale carries DeWitt’s signature poker-face lament regarding the nearimpossibility of the life of the mind when one is made to pay to have the time for it, in a
world so sadly “taken up with all sorts of paraphernalia superfluous, not to say
impedimental, to ratiocination.”
One of Vogue's Best Books of 2022 So Far, Buzzfeed's Summer Books You Won’t Be
Able To Put Down, Book Riot's Best Summer Reads for 2022, and Dazed's Queer Books
to Read in 2022 "[Nevada] is defiant, terse, not quite cynical, sometimes flip, addressed
to people who think they know. It is, if you like, punk rock." —The New Yorker "Nevada is
a book that changed my life: it shaped both my worldview and personhood, making me
the writer I am. And it did so by the oldest of methods, by telling a wise, hilarious, and
gripping story." —Torrey Peters, author of Detransition, Baby A beloved and blistering
cult classic and finalist for the Lambda Literary Award for Transgender Fiction finally
back in print, Nevada follows a disaffected trans woman as she embarks on a crosscountry road trip. Maria Griffiths is almost thirty and works at a used bookstore in New
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York City while trying to stay true to her punk values. She’s in love with her bike but not
with her girlfriend, Steph. She takes random pills and drinks more than is good for her,
but doesn’t inject anything except, when she remembers, estrogen, because she’s
trans. Everything is mostly fine until Maria and Steph break up, sending Maria into a
tailspin, and then onto a cross-country trek in the car she steals from Steph. She ends
up in the backwater town of Star City, Nevada, where she meets James, who is probably
but not certainly trans, and who reminds Maria of her younger self. As Maria finds
herself in the awkward position of trans role model, she realizes that she could become
James’s savior—or his downfall. One of the most beloved cult novels of our time and a
landmark of trans literature, Imogen Binnie’s Nevada is a blistering, heartfelt, and
evergreen coming-of-age story, and a punk-smeared excavation of marginalized life
under capitalism. Guided by an instantly memorable, terminally self-aware
protagonist—and back in print featuring a new afterword by the author—Nevada is the
great American road novel flipped on its head for a new generation.
Tackling the subject of Formula One's most influential figures, Timothy Collings
provides penetrating insights into Bernie Ecclestone, Max Mosley, Alain Prost, Jackie
Stewart, Ron Dennis and many more.
Savage Kiss
Principles and Practices
Making a Scene in the American Heartland
A Novel
Unbecoming
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This book analyzes the threats to the property rights of
business owners and investigates what makes these rights
secure.
Punk rock culture in a preeminently average town Synonymous
with American mediocrity, Peoria was fertile ground for the
boredom- and anger-fueled fury of punk rock. Jonathan
Wright and Dawson Barrett explore the do-it-yourself scene
built by Peoria punks, performers, and scenesters in the
1980s and 1990s. From fanzines to indie record shops to
renting the VFW hall for an all-ages show, Peoria's punk
culture reflected the movement elsewhere, but the city's
conservatism and industrial decline offered a richer-thanusual target environment for rebellion. Eyewitness accounts
take readers into hangouts and long-lost venues, while
interviews with the people who were there trace the everchanging scene and varied fortunes of local legends like
Caustic Defiance, Dollface, and Planes Mistaken for Stars.
What emerges is a sympathetic portrait of a youth culture
in search of entertainment but just as hungry for
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community—the shared sense of otherness that, even for one
night only, could unite outsiders and discontents under the
banner of music. A raucous look at a small-city
underground, Punks in Peoria takes readers off the beaten
track to reveal the punk rock life as lived in Anytown,
U.S.A.
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